Not just another primary care workforce crisis ... [letter]

I write in support of David Berger’s articulate challenge to the policies of the Committee of General Practice Education Directors (COGPED)1 over its relicensing of GPs returning from abroad after working within comparable health systems. As the former chairman of the Joint Committee on Postgraduate Training for General Practice (JCPTGP) who presided over the original introduction of summative assessment, a member for 14 years of the General Medical Council [GMC] and a former UK Council member of the College I offer an opinion founded upon experience of such matters.

One of the abiding principles of professional regulation, if it is not to be overbearing and attract profligate opportunity costs for both the regulator and the regulated, is the concept of a risk-based approach to the validation of the necessary skills and knowledge required for general medical practice. This is, or should be, something that is applied to the process of revalidation that the GMC plans to introduce over the next 12 months.

Berger has made several prescient representations to the GP community over recent months that should be heeded lest we experience the unintended consequences for the English workforce he sensibly predicts.
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Privatisation: an exercise in ambiguity and ideology

I am astonished to read the assertion in the second paragraph of this article that ‘the primary purpose of the NHS is to provide citizens with income protection in times of illness’.1 Our primary purpose is to provide people with health care.

Moreover, Maynard’s assertion is unsustainable, since the majority of people who access the NHS have no income that requires ‘protection’, being children or in receipt of either pensions or benefits.
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Author’s response

The provision of a universal system of health care free at the point of consumption is made possible because the NHS provides income protection for patients. Regardless of their ability to pay we treat patients ideally on the basis of need, defined as the comparative cost effectiveness of treatments competing for funding. In countries where income protection does not exist (for example, The US and China) access to health care is based on the size of your wallet. If you adhere to a universalist ideology, which I do, income protection when it is a primary objective of a healthcare system and this is epitomised by NHS and EU social insurance systems. Without this income protection, funded by taxes and payroll contributions, we would be unable to provide health care for all citizens.
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Integrated approach to prescribing education

Solomon et al discuss how strictly enforced prescribing guidelines can limit patient choice and may be detrimental to the doctor–patient relationship and shared decision making.1 However, in their study many GPs employed a pragmatic approach, being flexible and applying guidelines in the context of individual patients. I feel that this is a skill that needs to start being developed early on in medical training.

The General Medical Council mandates that medical graduates must be able to prescribe drugs safely, effectively, and economically.2 Prescribing is one of the biggest leaps in the transition of a medical student to a doctor. However, a study done last year found that a large proportion of graduates entering the foundation programme felt under-prepared for prescribing.3 Moreover, participants reported...